POPC Bilayers Supported on Nanoporous Substrates: Specific Effects of Silica-Type Surface Hydroxylation and Charge Density.
Recent advances in nanotechnology bring to the forefront a new class of extrinsic constraints for remodeling lipid bilayers. In this next-generation technology, membranes are supported over nanoporous substrates. The nanometer-sized pores in the substrate are too small for bilayers to follow the substrate topology; consequently, the bilayers hang over the pores. Experiments demonstrate that nanoporous substrates remodel lipid bilayers differently from continuous substrates. The underlying molecular mechanisms, however, remain largely undetermined. Here we use molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to probe the effects of silica-type hydroxylation and charge densities on adsorbed palmitoyl-oleoylphosphatidylcholine (POPC) bilayers. We find that a 50% porous substrate decorated with a surface density of 4.6 hydroxyls/nm(2) adsorbs a POPC bilayer at a distance of 4.5 Å, a result consistent with neutron reflectivity experiments conducted on topologically similar silica constructs under highly acidic conditions. Although such an adsorption distance suggests that the interaction between the bilayer and the substrate will be buffered by water molecules, we find that the substrate does interact directly with the bilayer. The substrate modifies several properties of the bilayer-it dampens transverse lipid fluctuations, reduces lipid diffusion rates, and modifies transverse charge densities significantly. Additionally, it affects lipid properties differently in the two leaflets. Compared to substrates functionalized with sparser surface hydroxylation densities, this substrate adheres to bilayers at smaller distances and also remodels POPC more extensively, suggesting a direct correspondence between substrate hydrophilicity and membrane properties. A partial deprotonation of surface hydroxyls, as expected of a silica substrate under mildly acidic conditions, however, produces an inverse effect: it increases the substrate-bilayer distance, which we attribute to the formation of an electric double layer over the negatively charged substrate, and restores, at least partially, leaflet asymmetry and headgroup orientations. Overall, this study highlights the intrinsic complexity of lipid-substrate interactions and suggests the prospect of making two surface attributes-dipole densities and charge densities-work antagonistically toward remodeling lipid bilayer properties.